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ABSTRACT 

Image improvement is of major concern for all projection devices. The Digital 

Micromirror De\'ice''"'̂  (DMD'̂ '̂ ) has dominated image quality since its introduction just 

a few } ears ago. The competition is starting to match the lumens and contrast outputs of 

this de\'ice. In order for the DMD''"'̂  to maintain a competitive advantage, the lumens and 

contrast ratios have to improve. The thesis covers some aspects of the DMD'̂ '̂  that are 

open to change to improve the lumens and contrast ratio. The goal of the project was to 

see what parameters are really affecting lumens and contrast ratio and to possibly develop 

an equation that would model future predictions. This was done by using a design of 

experiments and analyzing the data using several methods. Hopefully, the information 

will be useful to future decisions about improving lumens and contrast ratio. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Lumens and contrast ratio are two factors that describe the performance of a video 

projector. At the heart of many of today's video projectors is the Digital Micromirror 

DeviceTM (DMD™). Texas Instrument's company Digital Light ProcessingTM (DLP^M) 

division produces the DMO^M. The DMO^M is a desirable product to projector 

manufacturers because historically it has had the best lumens and contrast ratios 

compared to projectors based on liquid crystal display (LCD) technologies. 

Manufacturers also desire to use the DMO^M because it uses data from a digital source 

such as a computer, satellite receiver, or digital video disk (DVD).' In order for the 

DMDi"'̂  to remain the best in terms of image quality in this digital age, the lumens and 

contrast ratio numbers have to improve. 

Lumens are measurements of how bright the image appears on the screen. 

Contrast ratio is a measurement of the brightest image divided by the darkest image that 

exists on the same screen. Higher numbers for both suggest better image quality. 

Business projectors are typically used in lecture halls and boardrooms. The projector has 

to produce enough lumens so that the audience can still see the image on the screen when 

the ambient lights are bright enough for note-taking. On the same token, contrast ratio 

will not be ideal due to the lights, but higher contrast ratios lead to more vibrant colors. 

The focus here is strictly upon the changes that can be made to the DMD^"^ to achieve 

higher numbers for both lumens and contrast ratio. 



The structure of the DMO^M allows for a few changes to be made that can 

improve contrast ratio and lumens. This project varied the width of the mirror gaps, width 

of the mirror vias, and tilt angles. Different mirror planarities were achieved by using 

different scrubbing teclmiques although varying mirror planarity is not always in the best 

control. The goal of this project was to explore the effect that these changes had on the 

lumens and contrast ratio of each die. A scaiming electron microscope (SEM) was used 

to measure the widths of the mirror gaps and mirror vias. Tilt angles were measured using 

a tool named the Tilt Angle Measurement System (TAMS). Mirror planarity was 

measured using the Zygo interferometer. Lumens and contrast ratio measurements were 

made using the Cassiopeia projector system. 

The DMD™ is basically a semiconductor light switch. The particular device used 

for this project was of XGA resolution, which means that it had an array of 1024x768 

aluminum mirrors (total of 786,432 mirrors). The array has a pitch of 13.68 um in both x 

and y directions. Each mirror sits upon a static random access memory cell (SRAM) 

responsible for the addressing of the mirror. The state of the SRAM cell determines if 

the mirrors will tilt in one direction or another creating the 'on' and 'off positions. The 

DMD'̂ '̂  projects images by using a light source and optics to restrict or project light on to 

a particular area. The layers in between each mirror and SRAM control the actual tilting 

of the mirror. One of the layers is called the 'yoke' or the beam. The beam connects the 

thin hinge to two hinge posts. The hinge posts keep the yoke stable in a suspended 

position. Metal 3 is the underlying substrate attached to the hinge posts. The CMOS 

layer lies cormected beneath metal 3. The mirror tilts due to electrostatic fields generated 



between the beam and the memory cell.^ Figure 1.1 is an illustrafion of the different 

layers of the mechanical superstructure. 

Figure 1.1: DMD''"'̂  mechanical superstructure 

Source: Larry Hombeck, "Introduction to DMD" ' & DLP ' Technology," 2000. 

The whole functionality of the DMO^M depends upon the ability of the mirror to 

rotate freely and quickly. The hinge is essential to the rotation. To create the air gaps 

between the mirror and metal 3 a sacrificial layer is plasma etched. The two air gaps were 

given the names of spacer 1 and spacer 2. The height of spacer 1 and the distance from 

the hinge axis to the landing tip are the most significant factors in the tilt angle. The 

mirror via is the connection from the mirror to the beam. Figure 1.2 is a side view of the 

different layers of a DMD''"'̂  pixel showing the gaps created by the spacers. 



Figure 1.2: Side view of DMO^M pixel showing different layers 
Source: Larry Hornbeck, "Introduction to DMD™ & DLP'^M Technology," 2000. 

The target tilt angle for these particular devices was 12°. Having the tih angle 

specifications centered at 12° is important for measuring the optical properties. The 

DMD'T'̂  pixel operates in an electrostatically bistable mode to achieve the large tih angle 

using 5 volt CMOS devices. A bias vohage is applied to the mirror and an address 

voltage is applied to one of the landing side conductors. The zeroed address complement 

is loaded on the opposite landing side conductor. The potential difference between the 

bias and address voltages on one side of the mirror versus the other will determine which 

side the mirror rotates toward.^ Tilt angles of+12° are reached when a sufficiently high 

bias voltage is applied to the beam. If the bias voltage continues to increase, the energy 

barrier between the flat state and the tilted states disappear. The pixel becomes bistable 

with only two positions of stability at +12°. The +12° state is when the pixel is considered 

on and is projecting its brightest image. The -12° state is when the pixel is considered off 

and is projecting its darkest image. The minimum voltage required to obtain this bistable 



mode becomes the smallest bias voltage requirement. Figure 1.3 is a schematic of how 

the pixel acts electrically. 

Leftside Energized Rig lit Side Energized 

Figure 1.3: Schematic of DMD''"'̂  electrical pixel 
Source: Larry Hombeck, "Introduction to DMO^M & DLP^M Technology," 2000. 

Lumens and contrast ratio measurements describe the optical quality of the 

device. Lumens measurements come from turning all of the mirrors of one device on and 

directing the light towards the screen, thereby creating its brightest image. A detector, 

consisting of sixteen photodiodes measures the intensity the incoming light. A lumens 

value is obtained using standard calculations that will be explained later. The contrast 

ratios were found in a similar fashion except that all of the mirrors are turned off, creating 

the darkest image. The number for the contrast ratio comes from taking the number from 

the brightest image and dividing it by the number from the darkest image. Figure 1.4 

shows a pixel considered on projecting the light out towards the optics. There is also an 

off pixel directing light towards the light absorber. 



Figure 1.4: DMD™ optical switching 
Source: Richard Gale. "Digital Light Processing Taking New Technology from the 
Laboratory to Product." 2002. 

In the ideal situation, the brightest image would have an efficiency of 100% and 

the darkest image would be zero for the lumens measurement. The efficiency of the light 

is lost in the dark parts of the pixel such as the mirror gap and the mirror via. Tilt angle 

becomes a problem if the tilt angle of the part does not match closely enough the tih 

angle of the optics it was meant to be implemented with. In theory, the flattest pixel 

reflects more light in the intended direction than a pixel with more curvature. The 

purpose of this project was to measure how changes in the mirror gap, mirror via, tilt 

angle, and mirror planarity affect the overall reflectance and efficiency of a given device. 

The conclusions that will be made are drawn from statistical inferences and 

understanding of the optics that generated the data. 

Chapter 2 discusses the importance of using statistics to draw conclusions for 

important decisions regarding changing the characteristics of a device. It provides 



background on the design limitations of the DMD''"'̂ . There is a briel' synopsis of the 

Taguchi method and why it was chosen in analyzing mirror gaps, mirror vias, tilt angles, 

and mirror planarit)' and their relationship to lumens and contrast ratio. 

Chapter 3 goes into the elaborate details of the methods of experiment for this 

project. The setup and the execution of the experiment are also detailed in this chapter. 

Chapter 4 goes into the details of the analysis and results of the experiment. The 

significance of these results is explored in the greater scheme of things. 

Chapter 5 gives the conclusions from Chapter 4 and recommendations for further 

study and improvement of the data. 



CHAPTER 2 

OVERVIEW OF PARAMETRIC STATISTICAL 

ANALYSIS AND THE IMPORTANCE OF 

LUMENS AND CONTR^AST RATIO 

2.1 Design changes and the semiconductor production process 

Design, fabrication, and test constitute the important processes of semiconductor 

production." For the purposes of this project, only changes in the design of the 

superstructure were made on the DMD'̂ "'̂ . The design changes that were made were in 

the width of the mirror gap and the size of the mirror via. The design, specifically in the 

mirror gap, is crucial to the operation of the DMD'̂ '̂ . If the gap is too small, mirror-to-

mirror collisions are possible and there is greater susceptibility to particle contamination 

that will kill a device. The gap has to be held as close to constant as possible throughout 

a given device. The size of the gap also changes the size of the mirror due to the pitch. 

Pitch refers to the distance of one mirror gap plus the width of the mirror. The pitch for 

this device was 13.68 um. Figure 2.1 shows a SEM picture of a pixel with the gaps and 

definition of the pitch. 



Figure 2.1: DMD'T''^ mirror pixel SEM image showing pitch and mirror via width 

2.1.1 DMD™ fabrication 

Three challenging aspects of fabrication for the DMD''''^ exist. These are the 

DMDTM superstructure, package assembly, and electro-optical test. Although the 

customer only considers the optical performance, the DLP^"^ business depends upon its 

ability to manufacture the superstructure and package it.'' 

Fabrication consists of imprinting patterns on the wafer and intercomiecting the 

transistors to form the desired circuitry. The wafers that the DMD'̂ '̂  is built upon come 

from the Tl plant in Miho, Japan. The wafers are shipped to the United States where they 

arrive in the Dallas TI fab of DMOS IV where the superstructure is built on top of the 

already fabricated CMOS architecture. 



Chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) is done before the superstructure of the 

pixel is added to achieve the flattest area possible. The two vias are now generated into 

the dielectric. Each pixel has a pair of address electrodes connected to the complementary 

sides of the underlying SRAM cell through these vias. There are six metal layers to each 

pixel. Two metal layers are part of the CMOS SRAM cell while the other four make up 

the superstructure. These layers are created using many processes and tools found from 

semiconductor manufacturing. On top of the two vias, the address circuit electrode is 

formed. The aluminum address electrodes are sputter-deposited on top of the dielectric, 

patterned lithographically, and plasma etched. An organic sacrificial layer is then spun 

over the electrode and patterned with vias. These vias now become the mechanical 

support posts, which also serve as electrical contacts. Figure 2.2 shows the different 

layers of the DMD''"'̂  pixel emphasizing the electrical schematic. 
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Figure 2.2: DMD'̂ '̂  electrical schematic 
Source: M.R. Douglass, "Lifetime Estimates and Unique Failure Mechanisms of the 
Digital Micromirror Device DMD)," 
http://-www.dlp.com/dlp technology/images/d'ynamics/white papers/133 ieeeir.pdf, 
2003. 

A masking oxide that is patterned to deflne the hinges is plasma-deposited after 

the hinge alloy is sputtered on top of the sacriflcial layer. A second alloy is now 

deposited burying the hinge oxide and forming the beam. Another plasma-deposited 

masking oxide is now deposited to pattern the beam. There is a single metal plasma-

etching step that forms the hinges and the beam. The hinge and the beam metals make up 

the support posts. DMD''''^ fabrication must have control over the critical dimensions in 

the X, y, and z directions. The hinge thicknesses and the sacrificial layers have to be 

monitored to ensure the appropriate tilt angles and operating characteristics. 

The process is basically repeated after a second sacrificial planarizing layer is 

spun over the hinge-beam level. The mirror via is opened to allow the beam to support 

11 
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the mirror. The aluminum is now deposited which will form the reflective aluminum 

mirrors. The mirrors now hide the previous layers of the superstructure. The 

superstructure is now complete, but the individual pixels still need to become free to 

allow for movement. The pixels are released at the wafer level by placing a protective 

layer on top of the mirror level on the wafer. An organic isotropic ash in a single wafer 

asher is used to remove the sacrificial layers from the DMD'̂ '̂  pixel. All of these 

acti\ities occur in a Class 10 (less than ten, 0.3 |j,m particles per cubic foot of air) 

cleaiuoom en\'ironment. 

Until the window is sealed to the package, particle control is of major importance. 

Particles cause shorts and restricted movement of the pixels, therefore creating problems 

in the final projected image. Particles can affect both the intra and inter level gaps. 

Mirror gaps fall into the category of intralevel spacing. Spacer heights fall into interlevel 

spacing. Spacer heights relate to the tilt angles that can be achieved. Particles in both can 

impede the movement of the pixel. Particles must be controlled to the submicron range 

for the DMD''"'̂  to function properly. Figure 2.3 shows a particle interfering with the 

movement of pixels. 

12 



Figure 2.3: Particle in the array 
Source: Richard Gale. 2003. E-mail. Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX. 

2.1.2 DMD™ packaging 

The packaging of the DMO""""̂  provides signal and power lead connections, 

protection from the external environment, and plays an important part in the role of the 

optics of the DMD''"'̂  The window, the protective glass covering over the DMD^" ,̂ has 

to allow for minimal light loss, optical flatness/parallelism, and have an optical aperture 

and a frame to support welding to the package. Any loss of light through the window 

decreases the lumens measurement. The window must be flat and free of defects to 

avoid distortion in the projected image. Defects on the window can create a shadow 

affecting the overall contrast. The window is seam welded before it leaves the clean 

room. Die attach adhesives were chosen with low cure temperatures and thermal 

conductivity qualities to avoid mirror stiction complications and warping of the mirrors 

causing decreases in the mirror planarity. 

13 



2.1.3 DMD™ test 

The packaged DMD''"'̂ ' is now ready for test. The DMD''̂ '̂  undergoes rigorous 

testing to ensure that parts are shipped that work. CMOS testing is preliminary in 

determining which dies to pick for packaging. Tl is an operating test before the windows 

are attached. If the mirrors are not functioning properly at Tl, money is not wasted in 

putting w indows on bad die. T4 is a similar operating test after the windows are attached. 

T4 testing catches failures that will not operate properly due to defects or other causes. 

TAMS testing is done on a select group from each lot. If there is an influx of TAMS 

failures, that signifies that the tilt angle is out of specification for those lots. The final 

test of all remaining parts is projector screen. Projector screen catches the optical defects 

such as twinklers or stuck mirrors. All of these tests are important in ensuring that 

reliable and opfically defect free parts are shipped to the customers. 

2.2 Non-production measurements 

The tests and measurements used for this project are not necessarily done in a 

production setting. Lumens and contrast ratio measurements are taken on special 

requests due to the time consuming nature of measuring each device. These 

measurements are used to determine the product specificafions of a device. Devices that 

do get tested are not always devices that would pass projector screen. These tests are 

more for characterizing a group of parts then for determining the lumens and contrast on 

every part that is shipped. TAMS testing is done in the same fashion. Mirror planarity 

measurements on the Zygo and the SEM measurements are more of failure analysis 

14 



techniques then for production work. The Zygo and the SEM both require destrucfion of 

every part for each measurement. 

2.2.1 SPC introduction 

The data collected for this project was used for determining the best 

design to achieve the highest quality product. Yield analysis was not of primary concern 

for this study. The data gathered did give insight to some of the statistical process control 

from the fab. Statisfical process control (SPC) is defined as a way of controlling 

processes by the use of stafistics where statistics, can be viewed as a tool to gather 

information from a set of data. There are three main points to SPC. SPC is the control of 

quality during the production process using statistical methodology to identify and 

compare the process output variation to predetermined limits and to distinguish between 

common and special causes. SPC is an efficient method of prevention to correct 

problems. SPC is also the systematic analysis and maintenance of gathered data to 

enable the prediction of process trends based on facts and evidence of process 

performance.^ 

As previously discussed, the data collected was not done in a production 

environment. The devices could not have been changed after they were built. Studying 

the widths of the mirror gaps revealed that there was a problem in the consistency of the 

widths across the die. There was also a problem in that the widths on the die differed 

considerably from the target width. Data used from this project led to tighter controls in 

the process and therefore led to a better quality of die produced. By reducing the 

15 



N^ariation in the process, products are made that are closer to the target designs allowing 

for optimum performance. 

2.2.2 Modeling 

Modeling is usually done before a device ever gets fabricated. Virtual 

en\ironments simulate the finished devices predicted performance. Statistics determine 

the success of a built device. The important point is that just because a device works does 

not mean that it is of the best quality. Modeling is a technique to create devices with 

better performance. Perhaps lumens and contrast ratio will become issues in statistical 

process control. For the present, it is not feasible to use these measurements in 

production. The best devices have the highest lumens and contrast ratio. Some 

parameters that contribute to the image quality are explored for this project. Virtual 

modeling was done of the target values for the predicted lumens and contrast ratio. This 

project used a statistically significant sample to determine the relationship between actual 

measured input values to their actual measured output values. The data acquired from 

these real results can be used to create an equation that could be used to model future 

experiments. A pre-determined equation is nice for the plug-and-chug aspects and the 

simplicity of modeling resufts without spending time and money in building the device. 

2.3 Lumens, contrast ratio, and the involved factors 

According to Dr. Richard Gale, an expert on the DMO^M, lumens is the number 

one factor of image quality in a projector. Contrast ratio is number two in terms of image 

16 



quality.*' Lumens pertain to the brightness of the image. It is one of the first things that 

> our eyes notice looking at an image. Poorly illuminated images make it difficult to see. 

Higher contrast ratios create erisper images with better color quality. Improving lumens 

sometimes comes at the cost of decreasing contrast ratio and vice-versa. 

Shorth' before work for this project began a smaller similar project was done by 

Tl eniplo>ee, Albert Estevez. Only four parts were used for the smaller project. The 

project looked at mirror gaps, mirror vias, and tilt angles and their relationship to lumens 

and contrast ratio. Estexez calculated a parameter called the dark area, which represents 

the dark area of the pixel. Equation 2.1 calculates the dark area of a pixel. 

D^={{M + MQ)- -M-] + My^ (2.1) 

Da refers to the dark area. M stands for the width of the mirror. MG is the width of the 

mirror gap. My is the width of the mirror via. He calculated the ratio of the dark area to 

the fih angle negative (TAN) for the four parts. TAN is the tih angle of a pixel 

considered off directing light towards the light absorber. Equation 2.2 calculates this dark 

ratio. 

D^=DJT,, (2.2) 

Dr is the value of the dark ratio. TAN is the TAN. Estevez measured the lumens and 

contrast ratio of the four parts and compared these values to the calculated ratio. He 

found that the parts with the lowest ratios had the best lumens and contrast.^ This project 

differs by using a statistically significant sample and adding mirror planarity to the list of 

parameters that could affect lumens and conttast ratio. Determining what factors 

contribute to increased lumens and contrast will help producfion decisions to be made. 
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The factors explored will show which ones need to be focused on to improve lumens and 

contrast ratio. 

2.3.1 Mirror gaps 

Mirror gaps are the spaces between each mirror. They are essential to the rotation 

of each mirror. De\'ices prior to this project had a target of 1.0 ^m for every mirror in the 

arra>' and the sea of mirrors (SOM). The active array is made up of the 786,432 mirrors 

of XGA resolution. The SOM is six mirrors wide around the entire active array adding 

another 10,752 mirrors to the enfire device. The SOM remain in a flat state during 

operation of the device. The SOM serves to deflect light away from the collection lens 

and to reduce optical edge defects by producing a dark border around the active array.^ 

Reducing the width of the mirror gap logically says that the amount of light lost 

decreases. There are limits to how small gap width can be. As the width decreases, the 

potential for problems increase. Smaller particles pose even greater detrimental effects 

on smaller widths. If a particle gets lodged in a gap the movement of the entire mirror is 

impeded. Previous modeling has suggested the minimum width for mirror gaps is about 

0.6 [im. Anything less than 0.6 \im would probably lead to mirror-to-mirror collisions. 

Collisions cause stiction problems, shorts, and general failures in the devices. The 

predicted values and what can feasibly be done are two different things. Current 

limitations in the fab thwart even the best-modeled predictions. The smaller the width 

the tighter the variation must be. 
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2.3.2 Mirror vias 

Mirror \ias are the unavoidable holes in the center of the mirrors where light is 

lost. They are the connections between the mirror and the underneath layers. The vias are 

in the shape of pointed squares. By decreasing the size of the mirror vias, the amount of 

lost light decreases. Process limitations control how small the width of the via can be. 

There were two sizes of \'ias used for this project. They are 1.8 jim and 1.4 [in\. Figure 

2.4 shows a cross section of a \ia. 

Figure 2.4: Cross section of a via 
Source: David Rothenbury. 2002. E-mail. Texas Instruments, Dallas, TX. 

2.3.3 Tilt angles 

Tilt angles for this device were targeted at 12.0° There can be a + 1° of 

acceptable variation. Tilt angles lower than 12° are suspected to decrease the amount of 

light being projected towards the screen. Tilt angles higher than 12° do not have the 

appropriate optics designed for the part and therefore the optimum results are not 

achieved. Higher tilt angles are believed to have higher lumens than lower tilt angles. 
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2.3.4 Mirror planaritv 

Mirror planarity is the least controllable of the parameters. Different scrubbing 

techniques can affect mirror planarity. Ideally, pixels would have virtually no deviations 

from planarity, but real pixels have topography variation in the thousands of angstroms 

range, excluding the via. The theory here is that the flattest pixel would project the 

brightest image. According to the law of reflection, the angle of incidence equals the 

angle of reflection.' It is easier to control where light is reflected off of a flat pixel. It is 

not as eas>' to control where the light reflects for a non-planar pixel. The theory is that 

pixels with high dexiations from planarity are more likely to reflect light away from the 

screen decreasing a lumens measurement. Figure 2.5 shows the path of light reflecting 

off of a pixel. 

Reflected 
Ray 

Normal 
Normal •• 

Raised Pixel 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.5: The reflecfion of light off of a pixel (a) light reflected off of a flat pixel (b) 
light reflected off of a non-flat pixel 

2.3.5 DOE 

A 'Design of Experiments' (DOE) was the stafistical analysis method chosen for 

this project. DOE is useful when muftiple variables need to be studied simultaneously. 
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The goal is to create a small set of experiments where the relevant factors are varied 

systematically. Analyzing the data will hopefully provide insight to the factors that most 

affect the lumens and contrast ratio. A successful DOE is either done using the classical 

approach (full factorial or fractional full factorial) or the Taguchi method. The Taguchi 

method has revolutionized the way experiments are done by reducing the number of 

experiments optimizing the full factorial matrix approach. Reducing the number of 

experiments decreases experimental cost and most importantly time. A fractional full 

factorial method was chosen for this experiment based on the number of factors and the 

limitations that were placed upon those factors. It was a fractional full factorial because 

not all combinations were utilized for the experiment. 

Even though it was not the classical full factorial approach, the same assumptions 

were made: 

1. No assumptions were made about the presence of interactions before 

miming the experiment. 

2. Complex interactions in industry make future process predicfions 

pracUcally impossible. These interacfions need to be clearly and 

independently identified in experimentation. 

3. Using the sequential nature from the full factorial approach allows for the 

build up of complex empirical models to predict future process behavior. 

Empirical models are easily displayed graphically giving a visual 

representafion to the relationships among the variables. 
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CHAPTER 3 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND DATA 

ACCUMULATION 

3.1 Setting up the factors 

The quest for increased lumens and contrast ratios with the DMD™ in relation to 

the factors discussed was in the early stages of research. By using a parameter called the 

fill factor, predictions about which devices will project the most light were made. The 

fill factor is similar to Estevez's dark value except that it is a ratio of reflecfing areas of 

the pixel to the whole area of the pixel. Equation 3.1 is the equation used for the ideal fill 

factor. 

FF = ((PT-MG)^-MV^)/PT^ (3.1) 

Where, FF stands for the fill factor, PT is the pitch of the device (assumed to be held 

constant). MG is the width of the mirror gap, and My is the width of the mirror via. Fp is 

an ideal geometric fill factor ignoring all other things that could affect lumens and 

contrast ratio such as reflectivity, scattering, non-planarity, etc. Changing mirror gap and 

mirror via are two factors that affect the reflecting area of the pixel. The higher the fill 

factor the greater the percentage of light is reflected and not absorbed or scattered. To 

increase the fill factor, the numerator must increase since PT is held constant. In order to 

increase the numerator and the overall fill factor, the gap and via sizes must decrease. 

Tilt angle and mirror planarity change the direction that light is reflected. Their 

overall impact in relation to the lumens and contrast ratio had not been explored 
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collectixely. Mirror gaps and mirror vias are targeted for a certain number, but variation 

in the process causes xariation in gaps and vias. Tilt angles change in relation to the 

spacer height; all of these devices used were targeted for 12.0" Deviation from planarity 

is targeted for zero, but topological variations exist because of processing conditions and 

stresses. Pre\ious thought and studies have predicted that decreasing the size of mirror 

gaps and mirror \'ias will have the most significant impact on increasing the contrast 

ratio. A prevailing thought that having highly planar mirrors and a higher tilt angle 

Vî ould contribute the most to increased lumens. This was accepted, but never really 

pro\ ed in an experimental format. These factors were chosen for this experiment because 

of the recent lots produced that had these types of variations and lumens and contrast 

ratios were of major concern. The plan of this particular DOE was to try to have a matrix 

where variations were made on the specific factors while keeping everything else 

constant using different lot and wafer combinations. The goal was to keep everything 

else in the process and measurements constant. Hopefully, the differences in the lumens 

and contrast ratios would only be related to the factors that were measured. 

3.1.1 Different mirror gaps 

Before this project, mirror gaps had a target of 1.0 ^m for both the array and the 

SOM. Three targets were used for the varying mirror gap widths: high, medium, and 

low. The different mirror gaps were created from a plan to improve contrast ratio. The 

high end of the splits was the previous value of 1.0 [im. The medium corresponds to a 

0.9 |xm target. The low end of the splits corresponds to a 0.8 jim target. These different 
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\alues were created because the value of 1.0 |.mi was not giving the desired contrast ratio. 

Plotting mirror gap versus the fill factor shows a very strong linear relationship with an 

R-square value of 0.99. This means that 99% ol the time the fill factor can be predicted 

from the size of the mirror gap. Figure 3.1 shows the plot of gap width versus the fill 

factor. 
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Figure 3.1: Plot of average gap width versus the fill factor 

3.1.2 Different mirror vias 

For this project, two splits were used for the size of the via: high and low. 

Previous devices had a target of 1.8 \im representing the high end of the spectrum. 

Devices used for this project were the first to have 1.4 ji,m via size, representing the low 
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\ia sizes. Changing the via size was also done as part of the contrast improvement lots. 

There is a moderate R-square linear relationship of 0.71 between the via size and the fill 

factor. These two plots suggest that the mirror gap is going to have the greatest linear 

relationship to lumens and contrast ratio. Figure 3.2 shows the linear plot of the mirror 

\ ia versus the fill factor. 
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Figure 3.2: Mirror via width versus the fill factor 

3.1.3 Different fih angles 

All fih angle targets were 12.0°. The two parent lots used for this project 

produced two different groups of tilt angles: high and low. Both sets of these tilt angles 
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fell into the allowable variation of + 1° from the target of 12.0°. The different tilt angles 

can be attributed to differences in the spacer thicknesses due to processing variations. 

3.1.4 Different mirror planarities 

T>pical mirror planarity variations previously have been around 1100 A. Mirror 

planai'it) is not a \ery controllable aspect of the DMD''''̂  because every layer of metal 

deposited affects the planarity. The mirror planarity is greatly affected by the thermal 

history of the de\ice. Different scrubbing techniques can change the mirror planarity of a 

group of de\ices. For this project, there were different scrubbing techniques that 

produced different planarities. The group of parts measured range from the high to the 

low end of the spectrum. 

3.1.5 The matrix 

Although the design changes made should not have affected the funcfionality of 

the devices, care had to be taken to see that the yield did not crash as a result of these 

changes. Table 3.1 shows a matrix of all possible sphts for this project. 
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Table 3.1: Matrix of all possible parameter combinafions 

MV 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 

H 

H 
H 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 

MG 
H 
H 
H 
H 
M 
M 
M 
M 
L 

L 

L 
L 
H 
H 
H 
H 
M 
M 
M 
M 
L 
L 
L 
L 

TA 
H 
H 
L 
L 
H 
H 
L 
L 
H 

H 

L 
L 
H 
H 
L 
L 
H 
H 
L 
L 
H 
H 
L 
L 

MP 
H 
L 
H 
L 
H 
L 
H 
L 
H 

L 

H 
L 
H 
L 
H 
L 
H 
L 
H 
L 
H 
L 
H 

L 

Key 

MV = Mirror Via 

MG = Mirror Gap 

TA = Tilt Angle 

MP - Mirror Planarity 

H = High Values 

M = Medium Values 

L = Low Values 

3.2 Preliminary test plan 

The original plan was to choose at least 30 parts from previously processed parent 

lots that had the different, desired variations. These parts would represent as many of the 

combinations listed in Table 3.1 as possible. Thirty was chosen to represent a sample 

size for statistical significance. Statistical significance means that the probability of the 

observed effect is so great that it would rarely occur by chance."^ There were two parent 

lots to choose from at that time. Lot 58027xx had 4 different wafers. Each wafer had a 
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different targeted mirror gap. Three parts frt)m each wafer for a total of 12 parts from 

this split were used for this project. Lot 99800xx had 5 different wafers. Wafers 7 and 9 

were processed in the same way in that they had small vias and small gaps. Ten parts 

were chosen from these wafers. Wafers 10, 11, and 12 were the so-called control devices 

in that the> had large vias and large gaps. Ten devices were chosen from these three 

wafers. .\ total of 32 parts were used. Figure 3.3 shows the parent lot split information. 

% ^ 
12 Total Parts 

5 \Afefers 

20 Total Parts 

Figure 3.3: Parent lot split information (a) lot 58027xx (b) lot 99800xx 

After the parts were selected, the measurements could begin. The measurements 

were done post process since it was not feasible to measure these particular parameters 

during processing. The measurements had to be done in a specific order due to the 

destructive nature of some measurements. Lumens and contrast ratio measurements were 

done first because the devices needed to be in the best working condition (electrically and 

optically). Human handling increases the potential for shorts and optical defects. TAMS 

testing is done next. For TAMS testing, windows and electrical connections need to be 
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intact. Mirror planarity measurements on the Zygo were taken next. Zygo measurements 

require window removal, exposing the device up to the ambient environment. Finally, 

the seal rings are removed for the SEM measurements of the mirror via and mirror gaps. 

Sometimes the removal of the seal rings causes destruction of the device making it 

impossible to measure. All SEM measurements ultimately destroy the devices for any 

further use. All measurements require knowledge of all tools used. The goal was to 

collect the data and analyze using the statistical program JMP''"'̂  The desire was to use 

the data to create an equation to model results based on parameters and to find out which 

parameters were contributing to lumens and contrast ratio. 

3.3 The measurements and tools 

3.3.1 Cassiopeia projector system 

All measurements were done at DLP''̂ '̂  Spring Creek facility. Each device had to 

manually be put into the projector system, which was quite time consuming. The manual 

nature of the projector currenfly makes producfion measurements impossible. The major 

parts of the projector system all perform a specific funcfion. The lamp provides the 

illumination of the DMD''''^. It should be noted that when the bulb in the lamp starts to 

bum out, the lumens would decrease. The light from the lamp is focused on the 

integrator rod. The integrator acts to homogenize the light beam and change its cross-

secfional area to match the shape of the DMDTM. The white light passes through the total 

internal reflection (TIR) prism. The prism adjusts the incidence angle of the light beam 

onto the DMD™ so that the beam can be properly switched into and out of the pupil of 
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the projection lens by the rotating action of the DMD''"'̂  mirrors. I he light now passes 

through the TIR prism into the projection lens." The photodetector array is made up of 

16 photodiodes to measure the light output from the projector. The photodetector array is 

6 feet 2 inches from the front end of the projector lens.'' There are two computers used in 

the s> stern. One controls the input to the DMD''''^. The other collects the data from the 

sensors to calculate the lumens and contrast ratio. Figure 3.4 shows a sketch of the setup 

of the Cassiopeia projector system. 
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Figure 3.4: Cassiopeia projector setup 
Source: Erik Wilson. 2003. E-mail. Texas Instruments, Piano, TX. 

The lumens measurement is derived from turning all of the mirrors on creating a 

bright white screen for the sensors. The lumens measurement is based on the American 
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National Stimdards Institute (ANSI) criteria for brightness. The contrast ratio takes the 

bright screen for luminance and divides by the dark screen for luminance. This method 

for taking the contrast ratio is called the full on/full off (FO/FO) method. To measure 

lumens, an a\erage reading from the 16 CCD sensors is taken from the bright white 

image. Equation 3.2 gi\es the axerage white value. 

^"•=(i:=,Qr,)/A^ (3-2) 

Wliere A„ stands for the a\'erage white value and Cwi is the lux reading from each sensor 

when it has read the brightest image. N stands for the number of sensors (in this case 

there were 16). The image area is important in the lumens calculation since most ANSI 

standards are given as lux per unit of area. The image area for the screen is calculated in 

equation 3.3. 

L4 = IH*IW/\00^ (3-3) 

Where U is the image area in units of m^ Iw is the screen width (for this instance was 

77.25 cm), and IH is the screen height, which was 58 cm. The lumens are now calculated 

from equation 3.4. 

L^I,*AM^ (3.4) 

Where L stands for the ANSI lumens. The dark screen occurs by turning all of the 

mirrors off creating the darkest image for projecfion. The measurements are done in a 

completely dark environment so that no incoming light interferes with the measurement. 

Equation 3.5 shows the calculation for the dark average, which is quite similar to the 

white average except that the screen is dark. 
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Wliere AD is the a\erage dark value given in terms of lux and CDI is the value read from 

each sensor when there is a dark screen. Equation 3.6 shows how the contrast ratio is 

calculated. 

CR = Air/AD (3.6) 

Where CR stands for the FO/FO (Full On/Full Off) contrast ratio. Calibration is of the 

utmost importance for the Cassiopeia projector. This is done by using a gold standard 

device. The golden device is measured before any set of measurements begins. The 

golden de\ice must fall within 5% of a given value for both the lumens and contrast ratio. 

If the device is out of the given range, then there is an indication that something is -wrong 

with the projector. Measurements should not be done after such an indication until the 

problem is investigated and the golden device falls into the allowable range. Two of the 

original 32 devices did not get measured because they did not work in the projector. 

3.3.2 TAMS measurements 

The devices were measured one at a time using electrostatic discharge (ESD) 

precautions. The major components of the TAMS include: light source, computer, 

camera, and DMD™ The computer flips the mirrors on. White light is directed toward 

the DMD™. A camera records where the light is reflected. This locafion is used to 

trigonometrically calculate the tilt angle. The computer then flips the mirrors off and the 

tilt angle is again calculated. When the mirrors are on, the value is called the tilt angle 

positive (TAP). When the mirrors are off, the value is called the tilt angle negative 
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( f.\N). There has been some controversy regarding the use of white light to calculate the 

tilt angle since it's an incoherent light source. There is also a method of measuring the 

tilt angle using a laser, which is definitely more accurate, but it only measures the angle 

of one mirror in the array. Measuring the same parts on both apparatus has revealed that 

there w as onh' a tenth of a degree difference between the resulting angles. A tenth of a 

degree does not raise that much concern in terms oI'tilt angles. 

The program used three frames of interest: Al, A2, and A3. A frame is a group of 

pixels corresponding to certain locations. There are about 12,000 mirrors per frame. 

There are 60 frames for the XGA DMD''"'̂  used for this project. Al is the frame opposite 

of pin 1 and corresponds to frame 1 of the device. A2 is a frame in the center of the die, 

which corresponds to frame 27. A3 is the frame closest to pin 1 which corresponds to 

frame 55 of the device. The TAP is an average of the three frames when the mirrors are 

turned on (A11, A21, and A31). Equation 3.7 is for the TAP. 

r , ^ = ( ^ „ + ^ 2 i + A i ) / 3 (3.7) 

The TAN is an average of the three frames when the mirrors are turned off (A 10, A20, 

and A30). Equation 3.8 is the equation for the TAN. 

r , , , = ( ^ , o + ^20 + ^3o)/3 (3-8) 

The average tih angle comes from averaging the TAP and TAN. Equation 3.9 is the 

equation for the average tilt angle. 

T,.,-(T,,+T,,)I2 (3.9) 

All 32 devices were measured on the TAMS. Figure 3.5 shows the locations of the 

frames used on the DMD™. 
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Figure 3.5: Frame orientations a) frame orientation of the XGA DMOT"^ b) TAMS frame 
orientation on the OMD^M 

3.3.3 Zygo mirror planarity measurements 

Mirror planarity measurements are the first destructive measurements on the 

DMD'^'^. TO use the Zygo for DMD'̂ '̂  measurements, the part must first be delidded 

using a special saw. This is time consuming but is essential for accurate measurements. 

The Z)'go interferometer is an optical instrument used to measure surface topology using 

interfering parallel beams of light. It uses scanning white light interferometry to create 

patterns of bright and dark lines called fringes. These fringes result from an optical path 

difference between a reference and a sample beam. The incoming light is split inside the 

interferometer; one beam goes to an internal reference surface and the other goes to the 

sample being measured. After reflection, the light beams recombine inside the 

interferometer and undergo constructive and destructive interference producing the light 

and dark fringe patterns. The precision vertical scanning transducer and camera generate 

a three dimensional interferogram of the computer processed surface. The computer by 
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transforms the frequency domain analysis producing the 3-D image.^ Table 3.2 shows the 

measurement performance of the 'New View' Zygo. 

Table 3.2: Zvuo resolution 

Scanner ' Closed-loop, piezo^based with highly hnear capacitive 
sensors 

Vertical Scan Range, Up to 150 pm (3940 p,in) standard, optional up to 5 ram 

I Vertical Resolution 0,1 nm (0.004 |iin.) 

Lateral Resolution 0.64 to 11 8 (im, objective dependent 

i P Data Scan Rate Up to 10,5 [im/sec' 

'step Height < 3.0% 
Accuracy 

Step Height < 0.5% at 1 sigma 
Repeatability 1,5% at 1 sigma 

Max. Data Points 307.200; depersdent upon sampling ârray 

Source: Zygo corporation website: 
http://'www.zvgo.com/cp/300/cp300.htm 2002. 

The Zygo is the primary tool for measuring mirror planarity. The method used is 

called the peak to valley measurement. A mask is drawn that is roughly the same size 

and shape of the pixel. The purpose of the mask is to concentrate the measurement in a 

specific region. A line is drawn diagonally across the pixel to measure the points along 

that line. The points are referenced to the lowest and highest points along that diagonal 

line to obtain the peak to valley measurement. The peak to valley mirror planarity is the 
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> -distance of the highest point after the line has been referenced. These measurements 

are quite manual and are somewhat subjective to the one taking the measurements. 

Consistenc}' in taking all measurements is the best way to ensure accurate repeatable 

resuhs. Figure 3.6 is a screen capture of a Zygo screen during a mirror planarity 

measurement (not used in this project). 

Figure 3.6: Screen capture of Zygo screen during mirror planarity measurement (a) 2-D 
top down view of a pixel. Diagonal line represents the line where the peak to valley 
measurement is taken, (b) 3-D view of a pixel. The different colors represent changes in 
elevation, (c) Elevation points along the diagonal line for the peak to valley 
measurement. The mirror planarity recorded for this particular pixel would be 2143 
angstroms. 

This method was the accepted method of measuring the mirror planarity of one 

pixel. Five pixels were measured per device. One pixel from each of the corner frames 

and one pixel from the center of the array were measured for the mirror planarity 
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measurements. An average t)f the five pixels was used to calculate the average mirror 

planarity. All 32 dexices were measured for mirror planarity on the Zygo using this 

method. The Z>'go also allows for the data to be recorded in a xyz format. This data can 

he manipulated as the user sees lit, but a method for analyzing mirror planarity was in the 

early stages of dexelopment. Figure 3.7 shows the general location of the pixels used for 

the aA erage mirror planarit>' and the orientation of the DMDTM for the measurements. 
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Figure 3.7: Pixel locations and Zygo orientation for mirror planarity measurements 

3.3.4 SEM operation for mirror via and mirror gap measurements 

All measurements were done on the SEM JSM-6320 FXV. The seal ring must be 

taken off the DMD'̂ '̂ . This involves using a hammer and a putty laiife and can cause 

destruction in the device. One device of the 32 was completely demolished in 

preparation making it impossible to measure. The devices are grounded with silver paint, 

which destroys them for any further application past the SEM. SEM measurements also 
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require consistency from device to device. The magnification, acceleration voltages, and 

working distances were the same for all devices. There were two pictures taken for each 

de\'ice. One picture was of a pixel from the center of the array; the other was from a 

pixel 20 pixels diagonally from pin 1. These pixels represent a center (C) and an edge 

(E) pixel. Mirror gap measurements were recorded from the four gaps of the sides of the 

pixel for both pixels making a total of eight measurements per device. Average mirror 

gap is calculated from the average of the eight points. The mirror via measurements were 

taken from the same picture as the gaps. The horizontal width of the via was the basis 

for the measurements. Two via measurements were taken per die. Figure 3.8 is of the 

pixel locations and the measurements taken on each pixel. 
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Figure 3.8: Measurements from the SEM (a) pixel orientation and locations for picture 
(b) measurements for each pixel 

All measurements taken from the SEM were multiplied by a linear correction 

factor. The correction factor assumes a linear relationship to the magnification and the 
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error. The linear correction factor was created to calibrate for the x and y directions. The 

linear correction factor was calculated by taking a series of measurements of the pitch in 

both the X and y directions and calculating the error. The x direction pitch consistently 

read 14.5 |.im when it was supposed to read 13.68 |.im. Dividing the ideal pitch by the 

measured pitch gives the linear correction factor, which in this case was 0.94. All 

measurements taken along the x-direction were multiplied by this number to compensate 

for the calibration. The y-direction consistently read 13.9 |j,m creating a linear correction 

factor of 0.98. .All measurements in the y-direction were multiplied by 0.98. Equation 

3.10 is an equation for the linear correction factor. 

Fg-Pn^JP, (3.10) 

Fg stands for the linear correction factor. Pmt is the measured pitch in either the x or y-

direction. The difference can be attributed to the display medium of the SEM. The SEM 

is calibrated for a certain medium such as a Polaroid film or a thermal printer. If the 

calibrated medium does not match the viewing medium, then the magnification will come 

out 'wrong creating the need for the linear correction factor.'^ 

A group of pixels show no distortion of the image especially in the x-direction. 

This suggests that the linear relationship is a safe assumption. No measurements were 

taken along the diagonal, but if they were a technique would have to be developed to 

compensate for both the x and y-directions. Figure 3.9 shows a group of pixels with no 

distortion. 
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Figure 3.9: Group of pixels with no distortion 

The SEM was useful for this application because of its good resolution. The basic 

principle of the SEM is to generate images using electrons. The SEM has 4 major 

components for its operation. The column generates the beam of electrons and is held 

under a vacuum. The specimen chamber is where the electron beam interacts with the 

sample. There are detectors that monitor different signals that resuh from the electron 

beam/sample interaction. Finally, there is a viewing system that builds an image from the 

detector signal. 

There are three types of signals that occur from the interaction of the beam with 

the sample: secondary electrons, backscattered electrons, and transmitted electrons. 

Secondary electrons are from the sample itself Backscattered electrons are from the 

beam electrons of the filament that bounce off the nuclei of atoms of the sample. 
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Transmitted electrons are beam electrons that pass through the sample. The secondary 

and backscattered electron detectors detect secondary electrons and backscattered 

electrons respectiveh'. The image is generated by the SEM by scanning the electron 

beam b> line o\'er the sample building the image on the monitor. As a general rule, 

slower scans yield a better resolution. High accelerating voltages allow electrons to 

penetrate the sample deeph'. Low accelerating voltages provide information about the 

surface of the sample. 
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CHAPTER 4 

DA lA ANALYSIS AND JUSTIFICATION OF 

RESULTS 

4.1 TheJoyofJMP™ 

Most of the analyses in this project used the capabilities of a statistical analysis 

tool called .IMP™. .IMP™ was developed by the designers of SAS. It has many 

statistical and graphing methods that are fairly easy to use.^ It can manipulate massive 

amounts of data in a relatively short time. It is nice to get a perspective of the data from 

different ways of analyzing it. The analysis is going to be based on four different ways of 

using JMP''"'̂ : partitioning, plotting x by y, contour plots, and stepwise regression models. 

Lumens and contrast ratio represent two y-values for the model equations. The results of 

each are looked at individually. 

4.2 Partitioning the data 

Partitioning is a way of splitting the data into groups. It is useful for the lumens 

and contrast ratio because the viewer can easily see the type of parameters that correlate 

to the highest values for lumens and contrast ratios. 

4.2.1 Best lumens partition based on average values 

The first partitioning split used the averages of the parameters (tilt angle, 

mirror planarity, mirror via, and mirror gap width) to parthion the highest lumens values. 
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This method pro\'ed to be useful in producing an R-square value of 0.89. This means that 

89% of the time the following parameters would have the highest lumens. The first 

analysis rexealed that an average mirror via less than 1.7 |.im, tilt angle greater than 11.7°, 

mirror planarity xariation less than 1140 A, and a mirror gap greater than 0.88 [j.m 

produced the highest lumens values of around 1368 lumens. The width of the mirror gap 

is the only parameter that is contradictory to previous predictions. Based on the fill 

factor, the smallest miiTor gap would be predicted to have the best lumens. The results 

show that the parts with the best lumens had medium sized gaps. The final partition is for 

onh' 3 parts. If there were more parts in the partition, the analysis on the mirror gap 

would probably be different. Figure 4.1 is the best lumens partition results for the average 

of the parameters. 
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Figure 4.1 Best lumens partition of the average parameters 
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4.2.2 Worst lumens partition based on average values 

The following partition was used to determine which parameters contributed to 

the worst lumens values. It produced an R-square value of 0.84 meaning that 84% of the 

time the following parameters could be used to predict the worst lumens values. These 

parts had mirror vias hovering around 1.7 ^m and mirror planarity variation less than 

12M A. If a pai-ameter is not mentioned, then the contribution of the parameter is not 

significant in the overall lumens and contrast ratio. These values produced lumens 

around 1140, 17% lower than the best values. Figure 4.2 shows the partition for the 

worst lumens based on the average parameters. 
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Figure 4.2: Partition for the worst lumens based on the average parameters 

4.2.3 Partition for the best contrast ratio based on the average parameters 

The following partition is for the best contrast ratio based on the average 

parameters. The R-square value is 0.79 not quite as good as the lumens predictions but 
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still decent. 79%, of the time the following parameters will produce the best contrast 

ratio. These parts had a mirror gap less than 0.83 pm, tilt angle greater than 11.8°, and a 

mirror \ ia greater than 1.39 ^n . They produced a contrast ratio of 1429:1. Figure 4.3 

shows the partition for the best contrast ratio based on the average parameters. 
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Figure 4.3: Partition for the best contrast ratio based on the average parameters 

4.2.4 Worst contrast ratio partition based on the average parameters 

The following partition reveals which parameters contributed to the worst contrast 

ratios. It has an R-square value of 0.89. 89%) of the time the following characteristics 

produced the worst contrast ratio. A mirror gap greater than 0.83 |im, mirror via between 

1.7 and 1.8 jxm, and a mirror planarity variation less than 1100 A produce a contrast ratio 

of 911:1. This value is a 36%) decrease from the parameters for the best contrast ratio. 
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Figure 4.4 shows the partition to obtain the worst contrast ratio based 

parameters. 
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Figure 4.4: Partition for the worst contrast ratio based on the average parameters 

4.2.5 Partition for the best lumens based on all parameters 

The previous partitions looked at the average parameters' contributions to lumens 

and contrast ratio. Perhaps all of the parameters that created the averages contribute to 

the lumens and contrast ratio. Maybe looking at all of the parameters can point to 

specific areas of the die that are really influencing lumens and contrast. Looking at all of 

the parameters helps to see how the averages stack up in representing what is really going 

on in the die. Using all of the parameters, an R-square value of 0.91 was achieved for the 

best lumens values. These parts had an average mirror via of less than 1.7 |j,m, tih angles 

for AlO greater than 11.6°, an average mirror gap from the center pixels of less than 1 

pm, mirror gap from the bottom of the center pixel of greater than 0.78 pm, and a mirror 
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via in the center of less than 1.41 pm. This combination produced lumens values of 

1363. Figure 4.5 shows the partition for the best lumens based on all parameters 

involved. 
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Figure 4.5: Partition for the best lumens based on all parameters 

4.2.6 Partition for the worst lumens based on all parameters 

The worst lumens values based on all parameters produced an R-square value of 

0.86. An average mirror via in the center greater than 1.66 pm, a tilt angle less than 11.7° 

in area Al 1, and an average mirror via less than 1.73 pm produced lumens values again 

of 1140. This is a 16%) decrease from the best lumens value. This 16%) is slightly 

different than the 17%o difference from the average parameters. The small difference 
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suggests that using the average parameters do give similar results. Figure 4.6 shows the 

partition for the worst lumens based on all parameters. 
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Figure 4.6: Partition for the worst lumens based on all parameters 

4.2.7 Partition for best contrast ratio based on all parameters 

The partition for the best contrast ratio of all parameters produced an R-square 

value of 0.79 the same as for the average best contrast ratio. It is easy to group the parts 

according to the mirror via because there were only two real divisions, which is why the 

mirror via is playing such an important role in the following analysis. It should be noted 

that most of the large mirror vias had large mirror gaps so the contrast ratio may not be 

totally attributed to the small vias. Mirror vias and mirror gaps are somewhat related in 

the processing steps. That being said; the parts with the best contrast ratio had a mirror 
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\ia in the center of the die of less than 1.4 pm and a tilt angle in area AlO greater than 

11.7°. The piuls that had these characteristics produced contrast values of 1425:1. Figure 

4.7 shows the results of the partition of best contrast ratio based on all parameters. 
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Figure 4.7: Partition for the best contrast ratio based on all parameters 

4.2.8 Partition for the worst contrast ratio based on all parameters 

The partition for the worst contrast ratio based on all parameters produced a pretty 

formidable R-square value of 0.91. Using this R-square value, more reliable predictions 

can be made from the worst contrast ratios than the best contrast ratios for this particular 

partition. These parts had a mirror via from the center pixel of greater than 1.4 pm, an 

average mirror gap from the edge pixel of greater than 1.08 pm, and a mirror gap along 

the top of the edge pixels of greater than 1.16 pm. Here the increasing mirror gaps are 

playing a role in the decrease of contrast ratios. The listed characteristics were in parts 
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that had a contrast ratio of 911:1. This is the same 36% decrease that was experienced 

using the a^'erage parameters partition. Figure 4.8 is the partition for the worst contrast 

ratio based on all parameters. 
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Figure 4.8: Parthion for the worst contrast ratio based on all parameters 

4.2.9 Partition summary for average parameters 

The parts that had the best lumens had a combination of low vias, high tilt angles, 

low mirror planarity variation, and medium sized gaps. The parts that had the worst 

lumens had a combination of high vias and high planarity variations. The parts that had 

the best contrast ratios had low vias, high tilt angles, and low gap widths. The parts that 

had the worst contrast ratios had a combination of high vias, low planarity variation, and 

high gap widths. Mirror gap is suggesting a minimal part in the role of lumens, but an 

integral part of contrast ratio. Mirror planarity may play a part in lumens, but does not 

seem to affect the contrast ratio. The mirror via is affecting both the lumens and contrast 
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ratio. Tilt angle may be able to determine the best parts for lumens and contrast ratio. 

Table 4.1 summarizes these partitions. 

Table 4.1: Partition summary of average parameters 
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4.2.10 Partition summary for all parameters 

Using all parameters, the parts that had the best lumens had a low average mirror 

via, low via from the center of the pixel, medium gap from average of the center pixels, 

medium gap from the bottom of the center pixel, and a high tilt angle from AlO. The 

worst lumens had high average vias, high vias from the center of the die, and low tih 

angles from Al l . The best contrast ratios had low mirror vias in the center of the die and 

high tilt angles from AlO. The worst contrast ratios had high mirror vias from the center 

pixels, high average gaps from the edge pixels, and high gaps from the tops of the edge 

pixels. The average via is still playing a significant role in determining lumens, but it has 

nothing to do with the contrast. It also appears that vias from the center of the die will 

play an important role in both lumens and contrast. Average mirror gaps from the center 

pixels and specifically the bottom of the center pixels are related to lumens. The average 
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mirror gap from the center pixels and top gap from the edge pixels are contributing to 

contrast ratio. This indicates that there may be problems with the consistency of the 

mirror gaps throughout the array. AlO is important in lumens and contrast ratio; while 

Al 1 appears important in lumens measurements. This seems to be an odd relationship to 

this one specific area of the die. Tabic 4.2 summarizes the partitions of all parameters. 

Highlighted lines show parameters that had relationships to the outputs. 

4.3 Individual averages of x by y plots 

The follow ing graphs are simplistic in that they plot each of the individual 

average parameters against the lumens and contrast ratio. This represents a two-

dimensional plot of X versus y. It does a linear regression analysis on the individual 

parameters versus the y outcome. This is investigating each individual parameter's 

relationship to the lumens and contrast ratio while ignoring all other variables. 
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Table 4.2: Summary partition of all parameters 
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4.3.1 Fill factor versus lumens and contrast ratio 

The R-square xalue for the fill factor versus the lumens was a weak 0.53 meaning 

the fill factor was not the best method for predicting lumens. The closer R-square is to 1 

the closer the correlation is to being linear. The plots also show the linear fits. The linear 

fit is the equation of the line represented in the graphs. 

Plotting the fill factor versus contrast ratio reveals an R-square value of 0.88, a 

fairh strong linear correlation. Figure 4.9 is the plot of the fill factor versus the lumens 

and contrast ratio and the summary of those fits. 
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Figure 4.9: Fill factor versus lumens and contrast ratio and summary of fits (a) fill factor 
by lumens (b) fill factor by contrast ratio 

4.3.2 Average mirror via versus lumens and contrast ratio 

The R-square value for the average mirror via was 0.78. This is a moderate linear 

correlation. Plotting the mirror via versus contrast ratio reveals an R-square value of 0.63, 
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a fairU' weak correlation. Figure 4.10 is the plot of the average mirror via versus the 

lumens and contrast ratio and the summary of those fits. 
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Figure 4.10: Average mirror via by lumens and contrast ratio and summary of fits (a) 
average mirror \'ia by lumens (b) average mirror via by contrast ratio 

4.3.3 Average mirror gap by lumens and contrast ratio 

The average mirror gap by the lumens has a very weak R-square value of 0.41. 

This suggests a very weak linear relationship between the average width of the mirror gap 

and the resulting lumens. The R-square linear correlation of the average mirror gaps 

versus the contrast ratio is pretty strong with a 0.85. This is one of the strongest 

correlations of all of the data. Mirror gap was believed to have a strong influence on 

contrast ratio; this bit of data affirms the suspicions. Figure 4.11 plots the average mirror 

gap by the lumens and contrast ratio and the summary of the fits. 
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Figure 4.11: Average mirror gap by lumens and contrast ratio and summary of fits (a) 
axerage mirror gap by lumens (b) average mirror gap by contrast ratio 

4.3.4 Average tilt angle by lumens and contrast ratio 

The R-square of the average tilt angle by lumens was a pretty weak 0.44. This 

suggests that there is not as strong as a link as originally suspected. There is virtually no 

linear relationship between the average tilt angle and the contrast ratio. The R-square 

coefficient is 0.02. The contributions of the individual effects of tilt angle appear here to 

be minimal. Figure 4.11 shows the plots for the average tilt angle versus the lumens and 

contrast ratio and the summary of those fits. 
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Figure 4.12: A\erage tilt angle by lumens and contrast ratio and summary of fits (a) 
a\'erage tilt angle by lumens (b) Average tilt angle by contrast ratio 

4.3.5 Average mirror planarity by lumens and contrast ratio 

This method of measuring mirror planarity is showing a weak R-square 

correlation to the lumens of 0.12. The correlation is also weak for the contrast ratio with 

an R-square correlation of 0.27. This suggests that there may be no relationship between 

mirror planarity and lumens and contrast or that the method used of measuring mirror 

planarity was not the best approach for this project. Figure 4.13 shows the average 

mirror planarity versus the lumens and contrast ratios and the summary of those fits. 
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Figure 4.13: A\erage mirror planarity by lumens and contrast ratio and summary of fits 
(a) average mirror planarity by lumens (b) average mirror planarity by contrast ratio 

4.3.6 Summary of R-square correlations for individual x by y plots 

Table 4.3 summarizes the R-square correlations of the parameters to the lumens 

and contrast ratio. The fill factor had the strongest linear correlation to the contrast ratio. 

The average mirror via had the strongest linear relationship to the lumens. This is just 

looking at the individual relationship of the parameters. 

Table 4.3: R-square correlations of parameters 

Average Mirror Gap 

Average Mirror Planarity 

Average Mirror Via 

Average Tilt Angle 

Optimum Fill Factor 

Lumens 

0.41 

0.12 

0.78 

0.44 

0.53 

Contrast Ratio 

0.85 

0.27 

0.63 

0.02 

0.88 
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4.4 Contour plots 

Contour plots are a colorful way to plot the interactions of two variables (x, y) to 

a gn en z output. It is another way of grouping the data to see which parameters are 

gi\ing the best lumens and contrast ratio. Contour plots are subjective in the analysis. A 

majorit) of horizontal line color changes represent the y-a\is is influencing the parameter 

the most. A majority of vertical line color changes represent the x-axis as dominating the 

resulting parameter. 

4.4.1 Average mirror via versus average mirror planarity 
for lumens and contrast ratio 

The mirror via seems to be the biggest influence of the lumens when compared to 

miiTor planarity data, which correlates to the previous correlations. The contrast ratio 

seems somewhat related to mirror via, but there does not seem to be any relationship to 

the mirror planarity. Figure 4.14 shows the contour plots of the average mirror via to the 

average mirror planarity for lumens and contrast ratio. 
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Figure 4.14: Contour plots for average mirror via versus average mirror planarity for 
lumens and contrast ratio (a) lumens (b) contrast ratio 
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4.4.2 Average mirror via versus average mirror gap for 
lumens and contrast ratio 

The ax'crage mirror gap does not appear to vary much when compared to lumens, 

but the contrast ratio seems to have some definite levels. The average mirror vias are 

once again a factor in the changing lumens. The large vias are at the low end of the 

spectrum on both graphs. Figure 4.15 shows the contour plots for the average mirror via 

N'ersus a\ erage mirror gap for lumens and contrast ratio. 
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Figure 4.15: Contour plots of average mirror via versus average mirror gap for lumens 
and contrast ratio (a) lumens (b) contrast ratio 

4.4.3 Average mirror via versus average tilt angle for 
lumens and contrast ratio 

The average tilt angle does not seem to be influencing the lumens or contrast 

much. It does appear that the low tilt angle may explain the lower lumens and contrast 

values of a couple of parts, but it does not seem to be the main factor in all the parts. 
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iMgure 4.16 shows the contour plots of the average mirror via versus the average tilt angle 

for the lumens and contrast ratio. 

Allege i*r« Va 

Figure 4.16: Contour plots for average mirror via versus average tilt angle for lumens and 
contrast ratio (a) lumens (b) contrast ratio 

4.4.4 Average mirror planarity versus average mirror gap for 
lumens and contrast ratio 

Mirror planarity is doing little in affecting the lumens and even less in affecting 

the contrast ratio. The changes in the mirror gap are influencing the changes in the 

lumens and contrast ratio. It seems to be very prevalent in the contrast ratio plot, which 

holds to previous predictions and analyses. Figure 4.17 shows the plots of the average 

mirror planarity versus the average mirror gap for the lumens and contrast ratio. 
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Figure 4.17: Contour plots for average mirror planarity versus average mirror gap for 
lumens and contrast ratio (a) lumens (b) contrast ratio 

4.4.5 A\erage mirror planarity versus average tilt angle for 
lumens and contrast ratio 

There do not appear to be any clear patterns in the data for either of the charts. 

This suggests the relationships are pretty weak. Figure 4.18 shows the plots for the 

average mirror planarity versus the average tilt angle for the lumens and contrast ratio. 
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Figure 4.18: Contour plots for average mirror planarity versus average tih angle for the 
lumens and contrast ratio a) lumens b) contrast ratio 
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4.4.6 A\ erage mirror gap versus average tilt angle for 
lumens and contrast ratio 

It looks like the mirror gap is playing the dominant force over the tilt angle, but 

the data does not show that a clear pattern is occurring. Figure 4.19 shows the contour 

plots of the average mirror gap versus the average mirror planarity for the lumens and 

contrast ratio. 

Figure 4.19: Contour plots of average mirror gap versus average tilt angle for lumens and 
contrast ratio (a) lumens (b) contrast ratio 

4.5 Stepwise regression linear fit models 

The stepwise regression model focuses on the parameters that increase the R-

square coefficient. If a parameter does not affect the result, it is eliminated from the 

analysis. This allows an equation to be derived that focuses on the relevant parameters. 

4.5.1 Actual by predicted plot and summary of fits 

The actual lumens on the y-axis are plotted against predicted lumens on the x-

axis. How well the predicted line matches the actual data is calculated in the R-square 
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coefficient. R-square cociricient for the lumens is 0.86 while the R-square for the 

contrast rafio is 0.9. Both are formidable representations of linear correlations. This 

means that the models could be used to predict lumens and contrast ratio. Mgure 4.20 

shows the actual by predicted plot and summary (if fit for the resulting lumens and 

contrast ratio. 
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Figure 4.20: Actual by predicted plots and summary of fits for lumens and contrast ratio 
(a) lumens (b) contrast ratio 

4.5.2 Parameter estimates 

The parameter estimates tables show the estimates of the parameters in the linear 

model. It provides the model with an equation for the best statistical results. Table 4.4 

shows the parameter estimate tables for calculating the lumens and contrast ratio. 
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Tabic 4.4: Parameter estimates 

Lumens Contrast Ratio 
Parameter Estimates | | Parameter Estimates' 

Term Estimate Std Error t Ratio ProbHH Term Estimate Std Error t Ratio Prob>|t| 

'"•«"--^P' 113520,23 83379 44 142 0,1680 i,,,^^^ -4430.145 550.4345 -8,05 <.0001 
Optimum Fill Factor -1163(531 8251484 -142 0,1692 _ . ^,,, _ . conn-ion i cvo J-J-JT n HT .. nnni 
Aveiace Minor V,. - : i e8244 1398,495 -1,56 0,1307 ' ' l ' "mum Fill F,,c,or 6 m 2 B 9 1 579 4 . . 3 12,07 < 0001 

Average Minor Gap -1604156 112383 -143 0,1663 ^YGTA -5263317 40 88294 -129 0,2097 

AVGTA 97 766461 39,46444 2 48 0,0207 Average PV Mirror Planarity 0 1870474 0 071621 2 51 0,0150 

The term is the estimated parameter for both plots. The esfimate lists the 

parameter multiplier for each term. These are the coefficients of the linear model found 

b\ doing a least squares analysis of the given parameters. The 'Std Error' is the standard 

error, which is an estimate of the standard deviation of the distribution of the parameter 

estimate. The standard error is useful in constructing t tests and confidence intervals for 

the parameter. T rafio is a stafisfic that tests if the true parameter is zero. 'Prob>|t|' is the 

probability of getting an even greater t statistic given that the hypothesis that the 

parameter is zero. Probabilifies of less than 0.05 are often considered to be statistical 

evidence that the effect of the parameter is not zero. For the given data, the lumens 

measurement is heavily influenced by the average filt angle. Contrast ratio is heavily 

influenced by the fill factor with some connecfion to the mirror planarity. 

Based on the terms described above the equation for lumens based on this model 

would be: 

Lumens = 118520 + (-116963*Fill Factor) + (-2188*Average Mirror Via) + 

(-16042* Average Mirror Gap) + (98* Average Tih Angle) (4.1) 
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The equation for contrast ratio based on the terms using this model would be: 

Contrast Ratio - -4430 + (6993*Fill Factor) + (-53*Average tilt angle) + 

(0.19*Average Mirror Planarity) (4.2) 

For the abo\e equations, the average mirror via and the average mirror gap are in pm. 

The average tilt angle is in degrees. The average mirror planarity is in angstroms. 

4.5.3 Effect tests 

The effect tests are joint tests that all the parameters for an individual effect are 

zero. The F ratio in the effect test table is the F stafistic for testing that the effect is zero. 

'Prob>|F|' is the significance probability for the F ratio. It is the probability that the null 

hypothesis is true; a larger F statistic would occur only due to random error. A value of 

less than 0.05 indicates stafistical significance of that parameter." Table 4.5 shows the 

effect tests for lumens and contrast ratio. 

Table 4.5: Effect tests 

Lumens Contrast Ratio 
I Effect Tests ~ | | Effect Tests | 

Source Nparm DF Sum of Squares F Ratio Prob>F ^^^^^^^ ^p3^^ DP Sum of Squar F Rati Prob > 

optimum Fil, Factor 1 1 2153 0526 20092 01692 Q p , , ^ , ^ p,,, P 3 , , , , , , 363138 99145 6653 < 0001 
Average Mirror Via 1 1 2623 5600 2 4483 01307 
Average Mirror Gap 1 1 2183.2999 2.0375 0,1663 AVGTA 1 1 4132 70 1,6577 0 2097 
;^VQ1•;^^ 1 1 6576 4090 6,1372 0 0207 Average PV Mirror Planarity 1 1 17003 53 6 8206 0 015D 

According to the F ratio, the average tilt angle is having the greatest effect on the 

lumens, and by far the fill factor is having the greatest effect on the contrast ratio. The 

average mirror planarity is the only other parameter that is influencing anything based on 
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the fact that it is the only other value where Prob" F is less than 0.05. The tilt angle is 

ha\ ing the least effect on the contrast ratio. 

4.5.4 Stepwise regression on all parameters 

It is time to revisit the effects of looking at all parameters. The lumens and 

contrast ratio may be a result of specific parameters not just averages of those parameters. 

Using the same implementation as previously, first all parameters were put into a 

stepw ise regression model. The parameters that had no effect were eliminated from the 

linear fit model. This method produced very good R-square coefficients. Both lumens 

and contrast ratio had an R-square value of 0.97. That is suggesting a very strong linear 

correlation. Figure 4.21 shows plots of the predicted values by the actual values based on 

all parameters. 
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Figure 4.21: Actual by predicted plots of all parameters and summary of fits (a) lumens 
plot (b) contrast ratio plot 
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4.5.5 Parameter effects on all parameters 

A comprehensive examination of lumens reveals the following results. All of the 

listed parameters in table 4.6 are showing some relationship to lumens. The tilt angle 

from .^21 is the strongest correlation of all of the parameters. The parameters do reveal 

some odd surprises. The average mirror via, the mirror gap from the top of edge pixels, 

the mirror gap from the bottom of center pixels, the tilt angle from Al l , TAP, and the 

mirror planarit> from the bottom right corner are all showing statistical significance in 

relation to the lumens. 

Table 4.6: Parameter estimates of lumens 

Term 
Intercept 
Optimum Fill Factor 
Average Mirror Via 
MG-Top Edge 
MG-Right Center 
MG-Bottom Center 
MG Left Edge 
AlO 
A11 
A21 
AVG TAN 
AVG TAP 
MP PV BR 

Estimate 
-2104.536 
2519.1339 
-185.2644 
406.14257 
-95.39205 
223.63654 
-336.5655 
100.66274 
494.66383 
-1069.614 
-40.71607 
620.08027 
0.0622033 

Std Error 
1632.141 
1624.793 
57.46526 
170.1214 
120.9233 
95.73773 
161.9736 
73.06673 
110.1307 
234.2751 
84.94649 
252.7293 
0.024787 

t Ratio 
-1.29 
1.55 

-3.22 
2.39 

-0.79 
2.34 

-2.08 
1.38 
4.49 

-4.57 
-0.48 
2.45 
2.51 

Prob>|t| 
0.2156 
0.1406 
0.0053 
0.0297 
0.4417 
0.0328 
0.0542 
0.1873 
0.0004 
0.0003 
0.6382 
0.0260 
0.0232 

Doing the same analysis for the contrast ratio produces the following table. There 

are not as many parameters that are affecting the contrast ratio. The strongest linear 

correlafion is coming from the left gap of the edge pixels. The weakest correlation is 
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coming from the peak to valley mirror planarity of the bottom right corner of the 

DMD''"'̂  Table 4.7 shows the parameters that are correlating to the contrast ratio. 

Table 4.7: Parameter estimates of contrast ratio 

Term Estimate Std Error t Ratio Prob>|t| 
Intercept 2826.8003 424,8977 6,65 <,0001 
Mirror Via Edge -248.0607 87.18081 -2.85 0.0097 
MG-Top Edge 383.08123 247.2762 1.55 0,1363 
MG Left Edge -1083.035 245.3923 -4.41 0.0002 
A30 -63 63251 31.32757 -2.03 0.0551 
Average PV Mirror Planarity 0.92929 0.233534 3.98 0.0007 
MPPVC -0.844244 0.19878 -4.25 0.0004 
MPPVBR 0.0158998 0.095186 0.17 0.8689 

Equations can be created for both the lumens and contrast ratio in the same 

fashion as before. The equations would model the predictions quite well according to the 

verv high R-square values. However, it is quite cumbersome to take those specific 

measurements for the parameters to determine predicted lumens and contrast ratio. These 

equafions would not be good for practical use. It would be better to stick to the averages 

to minimize confusion. The averages still produced good R-square values without using 

as many variables. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS 

Different analysis techniques can cause a person to draw different conclusions. 

Using a conglomerate of the analysis techniques can hopefully paint a picture of what is 

reall>- going on with the DMDTM in terms of lumens and contrast ratio. The simplest 

tecluiique to model future predictions is from the modeled equations for lumens and 

contrast ratio. These equations model lumens 86% of the time and model contrast ratio 

90% of the time. The percentage can be strengthened considerably by building an 

equation that was based on all parameters, but this increases time and complexity in 

computing the equation. Doing this would probably decrease the benefits of having a 

97%) prediction rate. 

The partition analysis of lumens produced results most similar to logic and 

predictions prior to the experiment. Low vias, high tilt angles, low mirror planarity 

variation, and medium sized gaps would have the highest lumens. Partitioning of the 

contrast ratio says the major players are in the size of the gaps and vias. Mirror planarity 

and tilt angle may be secondary effects in determining the contrast. When looking at all 

parameters, the major player is the via in both lumens and contrast ratio. There seems to 

be an odd relationship for lumens and contrast to the tilt angle closest to pin 1. This may 

be suggesting that the most accurate results are coming from that one area of the die 

when measuring on the TAMS. 
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When plotting the individual contributions of \ versus y, the fill factor has the 

strongest linear relationship to the contrast ratio. This agrees with previous predictions. 

Mirror \ ia is the strongest factor when looked at individually for a linear relationship to 

the lumens. Tilt angle has virtually no linear relationship to contrast ratio. Mirror 

planarity has the least linear correlation to lumens. This can probably be attributed to the 

fact the highest mirror planarity only represents a 1.0% incline in relation to the whole 

pixel. 

The stepwise regression linear fits pinpoint the tilt angle as the being the most 

influential in lumens and the fill factor playing the most important role in contrast ratio. 

This agrees with the previous analysis and thought. Lumens are modeled without the 

effects of mirror planarity variation. The highest lumens are achieved with high tilt angles 

and small mirror vias. Figure 5.1 shows the contour plot of mirror via versus average tilt 

angle for lumens and the suggested range for optimum results. The red circle shows the 

recommended range for tih angles and mirror vias. 
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Figure 5.1: Contour plot of average mirror via versus average tilt angle for lumens 

The contrast ratio is again heavily dependent upon the fill factor. The fill factor is 

hea\'ih' dependent on the width of the mirror gaps. To achieve high fill factors and high 

contrast ratios, the mirror gaps must be low. Figure 5.2 shows the contour plot of the fill 

factor versus the mirror gap for the contrast ratio and the recommended range for both. 

The red circle shows the recommended range. 

OrfmiriFl Factor 

Figure 5.2: Contour plot of fill factor versus average mirror gap for contrast ratio 
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Lumens and contrast ratio improvements will be ever present for the DMD^^. 

Future recommendations include investigating the improvement of the reflectivity of the 

aluminum used. This would be important because the more etficient the reflectivity of 

the aluminum the more light is reflected for the overall lumens and contrast 

measurements. Dark areas of the pixel continually need to be minimized and made as 

light absorbent as possible. This is important for the contrast ratio in decreasing the 

amount of areas that will reflect light when the pixel is supposed to be dark. A more 

representati\'e measurement of mirror planarity needs to be determined. The average 

peak to \alley mirror planarity in this experiment showed fairly minimal relationships. 

Even though it is not practical to use all the parameters, there does appear to be some 

location dependent factors that are affecting the lumens and contrast. Explaining why 

these locations are important in lumens and contrast may still need to be explored. There 

may be other factors not investigated here that are contributing to the lumens and contrast 

ratio. 

Improvements for lumens and contrast rafio outside of the DMD "̂̂  should also be 

investigated. Work needs to be done on the Cassiopeia projector system to make more 

user friendly and time efficient. Research is being done on the improvement of the lamps 

and the color wheels. These are often left to the projector manufacturers. DLP™ has 

discovered that changing the color wheel to more of a spiral pattern has improved the 

luminous output of the DMD™ without sacrificing color.'^ 
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